The aberration action is the main factor in the charged particle beam formation when its phase volume is exposed to the strong deformation by means of the focusing system to decrease the beam linear dimensions in some transverse plane to the optical axis. The influence of the angular collimator allocation along the optical axis on the value of the maximum beam phase volume by its focusing by means of quadrupole probe-forming system into a spot of prescribed size is shown in this work. Since the distribution of the beam intensity in phase space is highly non-uniform, only a small proportion of the beam has both highly angular divergence and maximum energy spread of charged particles from its average. Therefore the numerical investigation of the influence of various types of correlation functions on the ion beam spot broadening is carried out. It is shown that taking into account the angular-energy correlation it gives a possibility to increase the theoretical limit of MeV energy nuclear microprobe spatial resolution in comparison with the same calculations for assumption of uniform initial beam phase density distribution.
Introduction
Focusing ion beams MeV energy up to dimensions < 1 m by means of probe-forming systems (PFS) in the nuclear microprobe with possibilities of scanning on specimen surface are widely used both for purposes of elemental and structural analysis and in the technology of nanostructure manufacture [1] . Permanent aspiration to improve the probe-forming system spatial resolution setup is a claim for its perfection. One of the ways for an improvement of the nuclear microprobe spatial resolution is the use of more perfect probe-forming systems. The set of ion optical elements for formation of the probe with sub-micrometer dimensions is very limited for ion beam with the energy of several MeV. A precision magnetic quadrupole lens is the most widely used element. Improvements of magnetic quadrupole design made during last decade permitted to increase the spatial resolution of probe-forming systems based on the triplets and quadruplets up to their theoretical limit [2, 3] . The trend towards using of systems with number of lens more than four with two separated power supplies is setting the question. Can those systems provide higher nuclear microprobe spatial resolution? To answer this issue we carried out the numerical systematic investigation of parametric multiplets of magnetic quadrupole lenses described in [4] . Here the parametric multiplet is defined as the system of magnetic quadrupoles the ion-optical properties of which are depended on the set of parameters: lens dimensions, lens geometry allocation along the optic line, lens physical properties, number of lenses and number of separated power supplies in the system. The analysis of the probe-forming systems based on parametric multiplets of magnetic quadrupole lenses shows that the increase of number of lenses results in to some increase of spatial resolution. Obviously it happens because of optimal positioning of lenses in the system and relevant variant of their coupling. But systems with number of lenses N=5 and N=6 have already practically the same spatial resolution. Therefore further increasing the number of lenses in the system (N>6) is senseless. In this investigation the calculations were carried out for uniform ion distribution in the initial phase volume which is formed by means of object and angular collimators. Many experimental data show that ions have a distribution similar to normal one with high brightness core and rare halo on the beam border. In addition to it as indicated in [5] because the intensity distribution in phase space is highly non-uniform that only a small proportion of the beam particles passing through the object collimators have both a large divergence and a large energy spread from average. Measurement of correlation function between particle energy spread and angular distribution is difficult so in this work we are carried out calculations for some set of correlation functions.
The next very important aspect of the beam control in the probe-forming systems is that the aberration action is the main factor in the charged particle beam formation when its phase volume is exposed to the strong deformation by means of the focusing system to decrease the beam linear dimensions in some transverse plane to the optical axis. The task of the beam control in the strong nonlinear probe-forming systems consists in the choice of the initial beam phase volume with maximum value which can be transported by this system to the target plane with given parameters. In other words we have to match the initial phase volume of the preparation system with probeforming system. The conventional method of the initial phase set preparation for the PFS is the beam collimation which is a passive beam preparation method. We are considered here the influence of the angular collimator allocation along the optical axis on the value of the maximum beam phase volume by its focusing by means of quadrupole PFS to the spot with given dimension.
Features of charged particle distribution in the phase space
We consider the collimated beam by means of object and angular collimators schematically presented in Fig.1 . in the phase volume formed by means of object and angular collimators. As mention above the particle energy spread and angular coordinates have some correlation
where
) for all investigated systems, that sets equal terms.
The condition of the value A setting is very important since the systems with not high demagnification have small aberrations, so the dimension of angular collimator for these systems are relatively larger and have a corresponding angular distribution more than angular distribution for systems with high demagnification and consequently with high aberrations and smaller dimension of angular collimator.
Optimum beam collimation in the probe-forming systems
The main task of any PFS consists in to produce a small beam spot on the target with high ion concentration that is defined by beam current density on the target j = I/d 2 where I is the current of the beam focused into a square spot of the side d.
. , where b is the normalized beam brightness, is the normalized beam emittance and if to assume that b on the entrance of the probe-forming system is fixed then max(I) ~ max( ). On the other hand maximum beam emittance transported by PFS to the spot on the target of the prescribed dimension is equal to PFS acceptance. Therefore
where A is the acceptance density on the target of parametric multiplet, which is equal to the acceptance divided by the spot square on the target. So the acceptance density may be considered as the value defining the spatial resolution of the system. The calculation of acceptance density on the target was carried out for parametric multiplet of magnetic quadrupole lenses with the following parameters
where N = the number of lenses in the system, n = the number of separated power supplies, {ν i } = vector with dimension of N that defines coupling the lenses in the system,
, symbol j or D j means that the lens is coupled with separated power supply j and is in base position (C = convergent) or rotated through an angle ±90° (D = divergent), a 0 = the distance between object and angular collimators (object distance), a 1 = the distance between object collimator and first lens, {a i } = vector of drift spaces before lens i, i=1…N, g = the distance between the last lens and the target (working distance), l = the distance between the object collimator and the target (the system length), {L i } = vector of the effective lens lengths, i=1…N, d = the side of the square spot on the target that lies symmetrically about optical axis.
The calculation of acceptance density of the probe-forming system with the given parameters (3) was carried out using the method of maximum beam emittance described in [6] and realized in the numerical code MaxBEmit. The main point of the method lies in the calculation of optimum dimensions y x, r r of the rectangular object collimator which together with the angular collimator forms the maximum phase beam volume so that it can be focused into a spot of prescribed dimension on the target by the examined PFS. It is shown that the shape of the angular collimator and its position relatively to the beam axis depend on the object collimator dimension, object distance, size of the beam spot on the target, demagnifications and system aberrations. The shape A and the square S A =f(r x ,r y , 0 ,d,aberrations) of the angular collimator is calculated for arbitrary dimensions r x , r y of the object collimator for examined PFS. Then the phase volume value Φ formed by both collimators is defined as:
The phase volume value Φ has maximum that corresponds to optimum values of rectangular collimator dimensions 
The choice of these parameter values is based on results of work [4] .
Results and discussion
The motivation to consider the energy-angular charge particle correlation in the beam is based on the relations of phase coordinates transformation from object plane (subscript o) to the target (subscript t)
where D x(y) = demagnifications in the and directions; C px(y) = chromatic aberrations; Evidently from Eq. (7) if we shall introduce the energy-angular correlation of charge particles then the spot broadening on the target by means of aberrations is decreased. This is related with the contribution from chromatic aberrations. The spot broadening will be less when particle has large angular distribution since δ will have a small value according to Eq. (1). . For any variant of correlation function the optimal probe-forming systems on the base of parametric multiplets of magnetic quadrupoles for given parameters (6) and varying lens arrangement along optical axis are found. Among all systems was optimised only those that have demagnifications in limits 30<|D x(y) |<500. The maximum value of the system acceptance density on the target was taken as the optimality criterion. As mention above, the acceptance density in this case is proportional to the current density. So the beam broadening on the target due to aberrations leads to the decrease of current density and hence the acceptance density is also decreased. The relation of maximum acceptance density and dispersion of correlation function for various working distance values and number of lenses N in the system is shown in Fig. 3 . From (4) the phase volume Φ formally depends on the object distance a 0 but this dependence has a more intimate physical meaning. As was said above the main aim of any probe-forming system is to produce the spot on the target with minimum dimension and maximum current that is in general a contradictory demand. The optimum probeforming system is found on the base of this contradiction. If the beam spot is considered as a virtual aperture, then the full acceptance of a system consisting of a set of lenses and the virtual aperture on the target is equal the phase volume value at the object plane that contains all representative points of charged particles and may be focused by the set of lenses into the spot with given dimension. That phase volume has very complicated 4D form and the optimal collimating problem consists in to find the object and angular collimator dimensions and its positional relationship to produce maximum initial phase volume which will be fully contained in the probe-forming phase volume. Fig. 5 shows that the maximum acceptance density for various probe-forming systems depends on the angular collimator positions.
Conclusion
Numerical investigation of the influence of correlation between angular distribution and energy spread of ions on optimal parameters of MeV energy beam focusing is shown that the energy-angular correlation may lead to the increase of current density on the target in one order. It gives possibility to decrease the spot dimension on the target with factor three for given current. In this case energy-angular correlation may be considered as effect of energy spread reduction in the beam. It is shown that the maximum acceptance density for various probe-forming systems depends on the angular collimator position. 
